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QUESTION 1

You use Azure Synapse Analytics and Apache Spark notebooks to You need to use PySpark to gain access to the
visual libraries. Which Python libraries should you use? 

A. Seaborn only 

B. Matplotlib and Seaborn 

C. Matplotlib only 

D. Matplotlib and TensorFlow 

E. TensorFlow only 

F. Seaborn and TensorFlow 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 2

You are using GitHub as a source control solution for an Azure Synapse Studio workspace. You need to modify the
source control solution to use an Azure DevOps Git repository. What should you do first? 

A. Disconnect from the GitHub repository. 

B. Create a new pull request. 

C. Change the workspace to live mode. 

D. Change the active branch. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

DRAG DROP 

You have an Azure Synapse Analytics serverless SQL pool. 

You need to return a list of files and the number of rows in each file. 

How should you complete the Transact-SQL statement? To answer, drag the appropriate values to the targets. Each
value may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to
view 

content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 
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Correct Answer: 

Box 1: APPROX_COUNT_DISTINCT 

The APPROX_COUNT_DISTINCT function returns the approximate number of unique non- null values in a group. 

Box 2: OPENROWSET 

OPENROWSET function in Synapse SQL reads the content of the file(s) from a data source. The data source is an
Azure storage account and it can be explicitly referenced in the OPENROWSET function or can be dynamically inferred
from 

URL of the files that you want to read. The OPENROWSET function can optionally contain a DATA_SOURCE
parameter to specify the data source that contains files. 

The OPENROWSET function can be referenced in the FROM clause of a query as if it were a table name
OPENROWSET. It supports bulk operations through a built-in BULK provider that enables data from a file to be read
and returned as a 

rowset. 
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QUESTION 4

You need to implement object-level security (OLS) in the Power Bl dataset for the sales associates. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

You need to recommend a solution to resolve the query issue of the serverless SQL pool. 

The solution must minimize impact on the users. 

What should you in the recommendation? 

A. Update the statistics for the serverless SQL pool. 

B. Move the data from the serverless SQL pool to a dedicated Apache Spark pool. 

C. Execute the sp_sec_process_daca_limic stored procedure for the serverless SQL pool. 

D. Move the data from the serverless SQL pool to a dedicated SQL pool. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Your company is migrating its current, custom-built reporting solution to Power BI. 

The Power BI tenant must support the following scenarios: 

40 reports that will be embedded in external websites. The websites control their own security. The reports will be
consumed by 50 users monthly. Forty-five users that require access to the workspaces and apps in the Power BI Admin
portal. 

Ten of the users must publish and consume datasets that are larger than 1 GB. Ten developers that require Text
Analytics transformations and paginated reports for datasets. An additional 15 users will consume the reports. 

You need to recommend a licensing solution for the company. The solution must minimize costs. Which two Power BI
license options should you include in the recommendation? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. 70 Premium per user 

B. one Premium 

C. 70 Pro 

D. one Embedded 

E. 35 Pro 

F. 35 Premium per user 

Correct Answer: BF 

B: 
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Free - 40 reports that will be embedded in external websites. The websites control their own security. Free - The reports
will be consumed by 50 users monthly. Free + 1 Premium for the Worspace -Forty-five users that require access to the 

workspaces and apps in the Power BI Admin portal. 

F: Ten of the users must publish and consume datasets that are larger than 1 GB. Ten developers that require Text
Analytics transformations and paginated reports for datasets. An additional 15 users will consume the reports. Power BI
Premium per user features and capabilities 

* Pixel perfect paginated reports are available for operational reporting capabilities based on SSRS technology. Users
can create highly formatted reports in various formats such as PDF and PPT, which are embeddable in applications and
are designed to be printed or shared. 

Note: There are three kinds of Power BI per-user licenses: Free, Pro, and Premium Per User. Power BI (free): Access to
content in My Workspace Power BI (free) + Workspace is Premium: Consume content shared with them Power BI Pro:
Publish content to other workspaces, share dashboards, subscribe to dashboards and reports, share with users who
have a Pro license Power BI Pro + Workspace is Premium: Distribute content to users who have free licenses Power BI
Premium Per User: Publish content to other workspaces, share dashboards, subscribe to dashboards and reports,
share with users who have a Premium Per User license Power BI Premium Per User + Workspace is Premium:
Distribute content to users who have free and Pro licenses 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/fundamentals/service-features- license-type 

 

QUESTION 7

DRAG DROP 

You plan to create a Power Bl report that will use an OData feed as the data source. You will retrieve all the entities
from two different collections by using the same service root 

The OData feed is still in development. The location of the feed will change once development is complete. 

The report will be published before the OData feed development is complete. 

You need to minimize development effort to change the data source once the location changes. 

Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions
to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 8

You develop a solution that uses a Power Bl Premium capacity. The capacity contains a dataset that is expected to
consume 50 GB of memory. 

Which two actions should you perform to ensure that you can publish the model successfully to the Power Bl service?
Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. Increase the Max Offline Dataset Size setting. 

B. Invoke a refresh to load historical data based on the incremental refresh policy. 

C. Restart the capacity. 

D. Publish an initial dataset that is less than 10 GB. 

E. Publish the complete dataset. 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

QUESTION 9

You have a deployment pipeline for a Power BI workspace. The workspace contains two datasets that use import
storage mode. 

A database administrator reports a drastic increase in the number of queries sent from the Power BI service to an Azure
SQL database since the creation of the deployment pipeline. An investigation into the issue identifies the following: 

One of the datasets is larger than 1 GB and has a fact table that contains more than 500 million rows. When publishing
dataset changes to development, test, or production pipelines, a refresh is triggered against the entire dataset. 

You need to recommend a solution to reduce the size of the queries sent to the database when the dataset changes are
published to development, test, or production. 

What should you recommend? 

A. Turn off auto refresh when publishing the dataset changes to the Power Bl service. 
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B. In the dataset. change the fact table from an import table to a hybrid table. 

C. Enable the large dataset storage format for workspace. 

D. Create a dataset parameter to reduce the fact table row count in the development and test pipelines. 

Correct Answer: B 

Hybrid tables Hybrid tables are tables with incremental refresh that can have both import and direct query partitions.
During a clean deployment, both the refresh policy and the hybrid table partitions are copied. When deploying to a
pipeline stage that already has hybrid table partitions, only the refresh policy is copied. To update the partitions, refresh
the table. 

Refreshes are faster - Only the most recent data that has changed needs to be refreshed. 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-bi/create-reports/deployment-pipelines- best-practices 

 

QUESTION 10

DRAG DROP 

You have a Power Bl dataset that contains the following measures: 

Budget Actuals Forecast 

You create a report that contains 10 visuals. 

You need provide users with the ability to use a slicer to switch between the measures in two visuals only. 

You create a dedicated measure named cg Measure switch. 

How should you complete the DAX expression for the Actuals measure? To answer, drag the appropriate values to the
targets. Each value may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes
or 

scroll to view content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 11

HOTSPOT 

You need to configure a source control solution for Azure Synapse Analytics. The solution must meet the following
requirements: 

Code must always be merged to the main branch before being published, and the main branch must be used for
publishing resource 

The workspace templates must be stored in the publish branch. 

A branch named dev123 will be created to support the development of a new feature. 

What should you do? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 12

HOTSPOT 

You have an Azure Synapse workspace named Workspace1. 

You need to use PySpark in a notebook to read data from a SQL pool as an Apache Spark DataFrame and display the
top five. 

How should you complete the code? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 13

HOTSPOT 

You are building a Power Bl dataset that contains a table named Calendar. Calendar contains the following calculated
column. 

pfflag = IF(\\'Calendar\\'[Date] 

You need to create a measure that will perform a fiscal prior year-to-date calculation that meets the following
requirements: 

Returns the fiscal prior year-to-date value for [sales Amount] 

Uses a fiscal year end of June 30 

Produces no result for dates in the future 

How should you complete the DAX expression? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Hot Area: 

Correct Answer:  
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QUESTION 14

You have a Power Bl dataset named Datasetl. 

In Datasetl, you currently have 50 measures that use the same time intelligence logic. 

You need to reduce the number of measures, while maintaining the current functionality. 

Solution: From Power Bl Desktop, you group the measures in a display folder. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

You have a Power Bl report that contains the table shown in the following exhibit. 
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The table contains conditional formatting that shows which stores are above, near, or below the monthly quota for
returns. You need to ensure that the table is accessible to consumers of reports who have color vision deficiency. What
should you do? 

A. Add alt text to explain the information that each color conveys. 

B. Move the conditional formatting icons to a tooltip report. 

C. Change the icons to use a different shape for each color. 

D. Remove the icons and use red, yellow, and green background colors instead. 

Correct Answer: D 
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